We consider processes where the sites of an infinite, uniform, one-dimensional lattice are filled irreversibly and cooperatively, with the rates ki, depending on the number i=0,1,2 of filled nearest neighbors. Furthermore, we suppose that filling of sites with both neighbors already filled is forbidden,so k2=0. Thus, clusters can nucleate and grow, but cannot coalesce. Exact truncation solutions of the corresponding infinite hierarchy of rate equations for subconfiguration probabilities are possible. For the probabilities of filled s-tuples fs as a function of coverage, θ≡f1, we find that fs/fs+1=D(θ)s+C(θ,s), where C(θ,s)/s→0 as s→∞. This corresponds to faster than exponential decay. Also, if ρ≡k1/k0, then one has D(θ)∼(2ρθ)−1 as θ→0. The filled-cluster-size distribution ns has the same characteristics. Motivated by the behavior of these families of fs/fs+1-vs-s curves, we develop the natural extension of fs to s≤0. Explicit values for fs and related quantities for ''almost random'' filling, k0=k1, are obtained from a direct statistical analysis. for "almost random" filling, ko --k l, are obtained from a direct statistical analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As in the preceding paper, ' we consider a class of filling processes where the sites of an infinite, uniform lattice fill, 0~a, irreversibly with adsorption rates k; depending on the number, i =0, 1, . . . , z of (already) filled nearest neighbors (NN) to the site being filled (z is the lattice coordination number). Throughout, f [cr] will denote the probability of a subconfiguration o of sites, each specified empty o or filled a. For an infinite lattice, these satisfy an infinite hierarchy of rate equations which can be written down intuitively.
The f [o] rate equat. ion includes gain and loss terms corresponding to creation and destruction of o. , respectively, by single filling events, taking account of all allowed configurations of the influencing NN sites to the one being filled (and weighting with the appropriate rates). ' We shall assume that the lattice is initially empty and note that time evolution via the hierarchical equations preserves invariance of f [o] under all lattice space group operations (including translation and reflection). We shall sometimes also consider conditional conditioning sites o (a ) will be denoted by P (a). Also, o" (a") will denote empty (filled) n-tuples of consecutive sites.
Here we focus on cases where some of the k; are zero, in particular, where k; =0 for i &i, so the lattice will not fill completely. The saturation value of the coverage 0 at infinite time is denoted by 0'"&1. Clearly, i =1 corresponds to random filling with NN blocking, so all connected clusters of filled sites contain only one particle. A more direct and efficient approach for calculating subconfiguration probabilities for almost random filling follows from the observation that this process can be obtained from random filling (with rate k) by extracting, for each time t, the subensemble of "legal" fillings, where no site fills after both its NN are filled. To determine the probability f!"! that the n sites I n I are filled at time t, it is convenient to introduce the extended set I n*I, including I nj and adjacent sites (so n*) n+ 2). Then clearly f!"! is given by the probability measure associated with those random fillings on I n* I, with I n I filled at time t, such that I nj has filled legally. The calculation is simplest for the saturation value f!'"'!of f!"! which satisfies f!'"'!=N! "! /n*!, where N!"! is the number of ways Fig. 4 Fig. 7 ) and K(8,s) (see Fig. 8 and p=2 (-- One starts by writing down the hierarchical rate equations for subconfigurations with all sites specified filled and using conservation of probability to close this set. For the probability f!"! of n filled sites I n }, we postulate a density expansion of the form f!"! = g" oA&(")8"+~. 
